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Principles 
 

Curriculum design in HE  

– relationship between research and teaching 

  

The meaning and purpose of higher education  

– 'the idea of the university' 

  

Teaching and learning in public – open and accessible 

  

Appropriate technologies – high-tech and low-tech 

  

Academic labour – making working relationships work 



Student as Producer 

 

 

Learning Landscapes 





Student as Producer 
 

Research-engaged teaching is the organising principle 

for all teaching and learning  

(Teaching and Learning Plan 2011-2016) 

 

Undergraduate students are part of the academic project 

of the University producing new knowledge and meaning  

(Neary and Winn 2009) 



QAA Institutional Review 
 

The QAA review team identified the following features of good practice at 

the University of Lincoln: 

 

• The systematic engagement of students at all levels across a wide 

range of quality assurance and enhancement processes.  

• The 'Getting Started' information pack and associated processes for 

new students.  

• The use of the 'Lincoln Award' in recognising a range of extra-curricular 

activities undertaken by a significant and increasing number of students.  

• The impact of the 'Student as Producer' initiative on the 

enhancement of student engagement at all levels and on learning 

and teaching practice across the University.  

 

The enhancement of student learning opportunities at the institution is 

commended. 







Research-engaged teaching as design principle 
 

'The relationship between teaching and research is intricately 

embedded within ideas about what universities do and what they 

are for. It is fundamental to what is understood as higher learning 

and to ideas about the nature of the academy. Understanding this 

relationship raises substantial questions about the roles and 

responsibilities of higher education institutions, about the nature of 

academic work, about the kinds of disciplinary knowledge that are 

developed and by whom, about the way teachers and students 

relate to each other, about how university spaces are arranged and 

used, indeed, it raises fundamental questions about the purposes 

of higher education'  

 

(Brew, A.  Beyond the Divide: Research and Teaching 2006: 3) 





Learning Landscapes in HE 
learninglandscapes.lincoln.ac.uk 

 

A research project looking at the ways in which 

academics work with colleagues in estates and other 

key stakeholders to develop and manage innovation in 

the design of teaching and learning spaces in Higher 

Education. 

 

12 case studies from 10 universities 

10 principles and 5 tools for development of spaces 
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Pragmatics of Place 
 

Space management challenges: 

 

 New teaching and learning modes require more space 

 

 Tensions with traditional estates notions of efficiency 





Pragmatics of Place 
 

Space management challenges: 

 

 New teaching and learning modes require more space 

 

 Tensions with traditional estates notions of efficiency 

 

 Corporate aesthetics – learning spaces may be “messy” 

 

 Project constraints: 

o fixed programmes and budgets 

o power relations within the project team 

o influencing early enough to make a difference 



 

 

From CABE (2003) Creating Excellent Buildings 
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Institutional frameworks at Lincoln 
 
The Learning Landscapes principles are embedded in the 

Campus Masterplan 2013 – 2023, all major projects, and a 

number of key estates roles 

 

The space planning manager is a full member of, and 

reports to, the University’s Education Committee 

 

A Learning Spaces Group including academics, students, 

estates, IT and timetabling personnel plans and evaluates 

some new teaching and learning space projects 

 

Efforts and results are shared for public comment on our 

Learning Landscapes website (lncn.eu/learn) 



Learning 

Landscapes 

Website 

 

Student and staff 

engagement with 

campus development 

 

8,162 unique visitors 

in 2012/13 academic 

year 

 

Project updates 

 

Masterplan 

documentation 

 

Leave comments  

and questions 



Node rooms 

 
Opened September 2012 (more in 2013 and 2014) 

 





Learning Landscapes Principle #8 

Create formal and informal management structures 

that support strategic experimentation 
 
Formal committee structures are not the most appropriate forums to 

promote innovation. Universities should develop processes that 

promote strategic experimentation while remaining connected to the 

central decision-making structures. These can take the form of action 

groups working on the development of particular projects, or ‘think tanks’, 

or ‘imagineering’ or ‘sand pit’ events, i.e., interactive and free thinking 

sessions where academics from a range of disciplines, as well as 

students, estates professional and other support staff and key 

stakeholders come together as part of a collaborative thinking process in a 

creative environment to uncover innovative proposals for the development 

of new teaching and learning spaces. The most innovative spaces for 

teaching and learning tend to emerge from institutions with devolved 

leadership structures and high levels of autonomy and independence 

between the central administration, schools and departments.  



Case study: Node rooms 
 

http://learninglandscapes.blogs.lincoln.ac.uk/2012/09/21/the-new-mb1012-

mb1019-and-mb1020-rethinking-seminar-space-at-lincoln 

 
Nov 2011: traffic light exercise by Learning Spaces Group 

covering all “central pool” teaching rooms 

 

Red  – changes needed urgently 

Amber  – changes needed within 3 years 

Green  – suitable as-is for 3 years 

 

Three spaces (MB1012, MB1019, MB1020) identified as red 



New learning and 

teaching spaces 

 

Designing new 

spaces to support 

three key 

relationships…* 

 

Student – Content 

Student – Student 

Student – Teacher  

 

…in the context of 

Student as Producer 

 

 

 

* Jamieson (2008) 

Student 

Teacher Content 



Design questions – Student as Producer 

 
How can we re-engineer seminar rooms as machines for the production of 

practical knowledge? 

 

What is the essential infrastructure for student co-production of seminars? 

 

How can we encourage active, collaborative behaviours known to increase 

learning and satisfaction, for example: tutoring or teaching other students? 

 

How can we efficiently support a variety of seminar formats and activities, 

including collaboration and traditional teaching? 

 

How can we combine the best attributes of intimate tutorial / groupwork 

spaces and traditional seminar spaces? 





Layout possibilities in Node rooms 









The new chairs in the learning landscapes [rooms] are amazing. For 

the first time in 32 years of teaching, this morning I felt in control of 

the room layout and was able to move students into different 

configurations almost effortlessly to facilitate changing tasks 

and in response to developing dynamics. Moving from a class 

layout into groups and back into a plenary took literally seconds each 

time, whereas before it might have wasted several minutes or 

seemed so obstructive that I might often have not bothered. Now 

there's a Gandalf-like sense of control -- almost like swiping data 

around on a touch-screen tablet -- but it's not just empowerment for 

the tutor: the students appreciated the fact that their bags were 

safely stowed underneath and that the surfaces were both 

ambidextrous and a good size. This investment really does 

remove obstacles to learning and teaching creatively. Every 

room on campus at the earliest opportunity, please....  

 

Principal Lecturer 



Third Floor, Main Admin Building 

 
Opened September 2013 



Learning Landscapes Principle #3  

Include students, as clients and collaborators, 

ensuring their voices are heard 
 
Student intelligence is an important resource for the design of 

teaching and learning spaces. Students come to university with a 

wide variety of experiences derived from the innovative use of space 

at school, college, work and play. The experiences of students can 

be used to inform the design and development of new teaching and 

learning spaces. The views of students can be gathered from already 

existing student satisfaction data, e.g, the NSS. The student voice 

needs to be supported and developed so as to impact 

effectively on decision making processes in the design and 

development of new spaces. Academic staff can be educated so 

as to be able to support and hear what students are saying. The 

most effective spaces occur when students have responsibility for 

what goes on in the space and how the spaces are being used. 



Student-Staff Conference (Feb 2013) 
learninglandscapes.blogs.lincoln.ac.uk/engage/studentstaff-conference-2013 

 

What makes a great seminar experience? 

Consensus from four mixed student-staff groups: 

Social / interpersonal factors Physical / environmental factors 

People talking Open environment 

Small groups Acoustics 

Ability to get involved Ease of movement 

Lecturer sat with us Moveable furniture 

Encouraging conversation Flexibility of room 

More participation No barriers: no desks at the front 

Group involvement Furniture design: flexibility 

Better understanding Less distraction 

  Good lighting 

  Appropriate temperature 



Student-Staff Conference (Feb 2013) 
learninglandscapes.blogs.lincoln.ac.uk/engage/studentstaff-conference-2013 

 

Inclusive design exercise (after Jamieson) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 













Joseph Banks Laboratories 
 

Opening September 2014 



Joseph Banks Laboratories (Sep 2014) 
learninglandscapes.blogs.lincoln.ac.uk/projects/joseph-banks-laboratories 

 

Initial project concepts were dominated by research 

 

Application of Learning Landscapes principles during the 

project led to a more balanced, less insular and more 

integrated mix of research, teaching and social spaces 

 

Direct adjacencies between teaching and social spaces  

in the “Nucleus” – a purpose-built interaction space 

 

Expression of academic identities in and on the building 



Learning Landscapes Principle #1 – drive 

research into effective teaching and learning 
 

There is an increasing amount of research into what constitutes 

effective spaces for teaching and learning. This research 

provides a basis for the design and development of new 

pedagogic environments. Decisions based on research 

evidence add a sense of security and confidence, as well as an 

academic sensibility, to the design development process. This 

research-based evidence challenges academics to reconsider 

the ways in which they use space in their own teaching and 

learning activities. Some of the most compelling evidence 

shows that the most effective spaces are those that 

deconstruct the dichotomy between teaching and research. 
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